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In [l], Elliott and Kalton proved that V+ < W+, where W+, V+ are the 
upper values of a differential game of fixed duration as defined in Fleming [3] 
and Friedman [5], respectively. In a more recent paper [5] we gave a very 
short proof that V+ = W+. It was pointed out to us by Elliott and Kalton 
that the proof in [5] contains a gap, namely, the interchange of “inf sup” 
with “E” in (2.14) is unjustified; in [2] they give another proof that V+ = W+. 
We shall correct here the original proof of [5], by modifying the definition of 
V,s@j ,a 
Let Q,, be a probability space consisting of a finite number of points. Let 
sz = Qj+1 x *** x IR, where each sZi is a copy of Q, , and let w = (uJ$+~ ,..., un) 
be a variable point in IR. Let r] = (Q ,..., 71~) be a random vector with 
independent components defined on $2,) with Eqi = 0, E$ = 1, ET% = 1. 
DEFINITIONS. A stochastic control for y on [tj , T] is a vector 
rl = {Y&r 4>Ej+1 where rj+dt) E Yj+l, YZ = rz(t, wj+l ,..., ~~-3 E YZ for 
any w~+~ ,..., wz-r (j + 2 < I < n). Similarly one defines a stochastic control 
5 = Gz(t, 4Kj+1 for z on [tj , T]. A stochustic upper S-strategy for z on [t, , T] 
is a vector D = {LV~(UJ)}~~~+~ whose components are maps: BJ+l( yj+J(t) = 
3+lW7 and 
4Yj+1 ,.**, Yz 9 WjCl ,**-s 9-l) = zz(t, q+1 Ye-*, wz-1) (j + 2 < 1 < 4. 
Define a continuous process w(t) on [tj , T] by 
w(t, w) = &(ffJ,+J + ..’ + dQwz) + d=T +Jz+1) (tz < t 9 tz,). 
Note that E,w(t) = 0, E,,, ] w(t) - w(s)12 = t - s. Thus, w(t) is a 
“generalized white noise.” To any 7, D, there corresponds a unique stochastic 
control 5 = 3, a trajectory 
x(4 w> = if + s,t f(s, Xb, w),Y(s, w), z(s, w>> ds + 44 w), (1) 
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and a payoff 
I’&. , 5; rl, D) = E, Ii;: &, X(s, w), y(s, a)> %(~a w)) ds + dx(T, w))/- 
We now define 
(2) 
The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [2] and is, therefore, 
omitted. 
Using (2) one can easily prove, as in [S], that 
(4) 
Since (3) holds also for E = 0, and since Va satisfies the same recursive 
relation [4, p. 1281, V* = Va8. Together with (4) we then obtain Lemma 2 of 
[Sj. Lemma 3 of [5] is unchanged and Lemma 4 follows from (2) and the 
standard estimate 
E, I 4(t) - X&l” d C I I - %’ I”, 
where X, , X,s are the solutions of (1) corresponding to 6 and c, respectively. 
The rest of [5] is unchanged. 
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